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Plex Education Services

Knowledgeable users are successful users
Learn how to be more efficient and effective
Experience better adoption

THE PLEX MANUFACTURING CLOUD

Plex Education Services

Incorporating enterprise ERP into your business can have a significant impact on
everyone who touches the software. Because of the broad influence that ERP
can have as well as the network of interactions typical between so many different
organizations, it is imperative that you take a holistic approach to your education
strategy. Plex Education Services offers a variety of training opportunities to fit
your business needs and employee preferences.
PLEX BOOT CAMP

Plex Boot Camp provides an in-person opportunity to learn about the Plex
Manufacturing Cloud®. Boot Camp is the comprehensive course that gives your
Plex Champions, System Administrators, and functional area leads a holistic
picture of the Plex critical path and digs into areas that matter most. Gain priceless
knowledge from expert instructors while you explore in your own
training environment.


Immersive, in-classroom experience for intensive, process-specific training



Personalized attention from Plex experts



Interactivity with instructors and other class members to ensure
experiential learning



Individualized Plex Customer Number (PCN) training environment during class



Balance of lecture and lab time ensures that you learn by doing



Extensive course book, scenarios, games, hands-on exercises, and more

REGISTER NOW! PLEX BOOT CAMP IS OFFERED MONTHLY.

Visit http://www.plex.com/services/education-services.html to view
the Course Catalog
Visit the Education Services page in the Plex Community
for specific dates. Or email: educationservices@plex.com

WWW.PLEX.COM
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PLEX ALL ACCESS PASS

Continuous learning leads to continuous improvement. The Plex All Access Pass (AAP) makes
it easy for anyone in your company to learn how to expand the value of Plex for their work.
Plex’s AAP offers you subscription-based access to our self-paced online training and our Virtual
Instructor-Led Training.


Virtual, instructor-led training courses on a wide variety of topics where you can view
presentations, applications, and virtual whiteboards for deeper understanding



On-demand, self-paced learning makes it easy to learn on your schedule - from
virtually anywhere in the world



Company-based, annual subscriptions make it easier to budget for training throughout
the year and provide flexibility to train anyone in your company



Interaction with instructors and classmates via breakout sessions, polls,
quizzes, chat, screen-sharing, and discussions



Continuously increasing catalog of basic to advanced courses to support all
functional areas of Plex

In addition to live classes, AAP holders will have
access to the Plex Education Portal to:


Evaluate course topics before registering
to better assess their value to you and
your company



Access an ever expanding collection of
self-paced learning available only to AAP
pass holders



Take self-paced courses including video
content as well as simulations, learning
checks and other interactive content



Track completion and usage of training for
members of your training team

The Plex Education Portal provides access to a growing
collection of learning materials for all Plex users.

SEE AVAILABLE COURSES
Visit the Education Services page in the Plex Community
or email: educationservices@plex.com

WWW.PLEX.COM

855.534.8012
855.534.8012
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BOOT CAMP BENEFITS

ALL ACCESS PASS BENEFITS

IMMERSIVE

UNLIMITED

Boot Camps are immersive and intensive
to get you productive with Plex as efficiently
as possible.

Give subscription users unlimited access to
self-paced and live content as required in
their role.

PERSONALIZED

One-on-one attention in Boot Camps helps you
learn how Plex can best apply to your particular
business needs.

HANDS-ON

Boot Camps include sufficient lab exercises to
give you confidence with the system.

BUDGETWISE

Subscription pricing makes it easy to budget
for annual training versus individual courses.

FLEXIBLE

Attend courses from the comfort of your
office or home throughout the year without
the need for travel. On-demand content is
available on your schedule.

EFFECTIVE

Boot Camps are taught by Plex experts to speed
onboarding of your Plex Champions.

INTERACTIVE

Ask your questions one-on-one with the
instructor or gain insights from other classmates
from other companies.

WWW.PLEX.COM

GROWING

Extend the value of Plex with an ever
increasing catalog of new courses from
Plex.
PLEX EDUCATION PORTAL

Use the portal as your home for all Plex
training activities.

855.534.8012

